UITL Spotlight: Paula Millington, Ph.D. Director of the Strategic Planning and Process Team

Dr. Paula Millington gives advice on helping employees achieve their personal bests and discusses her passions like researching family history and being an avid NCAA "hoop head."

Photos: SVP Dan Reed. U leaders tour the Downtown Data Center

Nearly seven years after the Downtown Data Center (DDC) opened, interest in one of the university's better-kept secrets still hasn't waned. On February 19, a group of UIT leadership gave U administrators a tour of the facility.

UIT infrastructure updates: new U Health center, residence hall

If it seems like there's always construction on U properties, well, there is — much of which is necessary to keep up with the needs and goals of the university and its systems. For these projects, UIT is responsible for coordinating the design, construction, and implementation of IT infrastructure in each building.

sUdo Sessions: Crystal Young, Center for High Performance Computing

The computer science major hones her skills in programming, network research, CHPC website maintenance, user communication, and information sharing.

Network News: Fast Facts highlight team achievements

Things move so fast in IT that it can be hard to pause and reflect on accomplishments. Business Data Analyst Rosalba Villagarcia hopes that her Fast Facts document casts some light on the successes of UIT's Network & Core team in 2018.

IT Governance roundup

The Architecture and New Technology Committee (ANTC) met on February 25. There were no other IT Governance meetings in February. The Enterprise Web Advisory Council (EWAC) will meet on March 14. The Strategic Information Technology Committee (SITC) will meet on March 19. The Teaching and Learning Portfolio (TLP) will meet on March 21.

UIT staff recognized for their excellent work

Stay connected for free

U students, faculty, and staff visiting participating institutions can connect to the internet securely using eduroam and their U credentials.

Goodbyes to the U guide

What happens to your IT accounts when you leave the U

UIT guides

UIT's IT guides for students, faculty, staff, and IT workers.

Job openings

Direct IT career candidates to our jobs page.

UIT org charts

Summary of recent changes to Box

Meet UIT's Fresh Faces

How are we doing?

Take a survey and let us know.
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